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Fast γ-neutron coincidence detection adapted 
from fundamental nuclear physics experiments 

AGATA Phase I @ GANIL, Caen, France 
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Pulse shape analysis and time-of-flight measurements 
for fast neutron-gamma discrimination using organic scintillators 
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Fast neutron- and �-ray coincidence detection for nuclear security and
safeguards applications
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A B S T R A C T

The use of passive and active interrogation techniques to evaluate materials concerning their content of special
nuclear materials (SNM) is fundamental in fields such as nuclear safeguards and security. Detection of fast
neutrons and � rays, which are a characteristic signature of SNM, has several potential advantages compared
with the commonly used systems based on thermal and epithermal neutron counters, the most important being
the much shorter required coincidence times and the correspondingly reduced rate of background events due to
accidental coincidences. Organic scintillators are well suited for this purpose due to their fast timing properties
and composition being based on carbon and hydrogen with large elastic scattering cross-sections for fast neutrons.
Organic scintillators also have suitable detection efficiency for � rays and exhibit pulse shape properties which
are favorable for distinguishing between neutrons and � rays. This paper presents experimental results and
Monte Carlo simulations for a neutron–neutron and �-neutron coincidence detection setup for identification
and characterization of SNM based on such detectors. The measurements were carried out on different samples
of PuO2 material with varying content of 240Pu at the Joint Research Center (JRC) of the European Commission,
Ispra, Italy. The results demonstrate significant advantages of fast neutron-� coincidence detection over fast
neutron–neutron coincidence counting for certain applications, e.g. for nuclear security systems, even in the
presence of moderate amounts of shielding.

1. Introduction

Detection and identification of special nuclear materials (SNM) are
essential elements of most nuclear safeguards and security applications.
Since the presence of neutrons is a key indicator of such materials under-
going spontaneous or induced fission, neutron detectors are central to
such activities. Thermal neutron gaseous proportional counters based on
3He are currently the most common detectors used in nuclear safeguards
and nuclear security systems, such as in radiation portal monitors
(RPM) [1,2]. Neutron coincidence detection has been used extensively
for non-destructive assay (NDA) of nuclear materials, in particular for
multiplying sources. It has advantages compared with operation of
neutron counters in singles mode since it can have negligible or low
sensitivity to single neutrons from (↵,n) reactions or room background
depending on the presence of multiplying sources.

In 2011, the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) addressed
the question of a possible replacement for helium-3-based neutron
detectors [3] due to the foreseen future shortage of helium-3. Since
then, the development of alternative neutron detection technologies has
been intensified. Therefore, and also due to their fast timing and pulse
shape discrimination capabilities which enable efficient detection and

< Corresponding author.
E-mail address: cederwall@nuclear.kth.se (B. Cederwall).

identification of �-rays and fast neutrons [4,5], have organic scintil-
lators gained increased attention for this purpose in recent years, see
e.g. Refs. [6–8]. Such fast-neutron detection techniques have been used
and refined during several decades for nuclear physics experiments (see
e.g. Refs. [9–13]). Recent developments of high-speed digitizers have
enabled higher performance and versatility [14], which is also of benefit
to nuclear safeguards and security applications [8]. The fast response
of such detectors is a particular advantage, reducing the correlation
times between the detected particles from a single fission event from
the microsecond to the nanosecond scale. There are several studies
in the literature dealing with the time correlations between particles
emitted in fission. A recent example is the work by Enqvist et al. [15]
who measured time correlations between neutrons and � rays emitted
in spontaneous fission of 252Cf. Clarke et al. [16] performed neutron
and �-ray cross-correlation measurements of plutonium oxide powder
samples in the range of effective 240Pu mass with different amounts of
burnup and related the fast neutron–neutron coincidence rate to the
amount of effective 240Pu mass in the samples. Dolan et al. [17] used
neutron and �-ray cross-correlation functions to characterize mixed-
oxide (MOX) fuel pellets and were able to identify the presence of

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nima.2019.01.081
Received 10 September 2018; Received in revised form 17 January 2019; Accepted 25 January 2019
Available online 8 February 2019
0168-9002/© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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•  Validation 
•  Design 

Monte Carlo 

Note: Prior to the inclusion of the LLNL Fission Library, all photons produced from all neutron reaction channels were sampled prior to the selection of 
the neutron reaction, meaning that gamma rays could not be correlated with specific neutron reactions actually taking place in the simulation 

*Geometry setup 
 * sample 
 * detectors 
Physics  
*Source: 
    SF and SP    
    FMULT CARD – CGMF and FREYA codes	
Tally 
 * PTRAC CARD 

MCNP(v6.2)  INPUT 
MCNP 

OUTPUT 
•  Type of 

Interaction 
•  Particle 
•  Energy 
•  Time 
•  Momentum 

•  Coincidence 
couting 

•  Energy Deposition 
•  Time of flight 

MATLAB 
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•  Coincidence time spectra	

coincidence counting rates as function of 240Pueff mass 
IAEA	2020-02/BC	
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•  γ-neutron and neutron-neutron coincidence rates for (a) lead, (b) polystyrene and (c) water shielding as a function 
of shielding thickness.  
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RPM Prototype development 
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DACQ based on high-speed digitizers  

•  8x 14 bit, 500 MHz 
•  Online n/γ PSD 	

8x EJ-309 127 cm2 x 13 cm liquid scintillation detectors  	

RPM Prototype development 
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RPM  prototype data - PSD 
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RPM  prototype data - PSD 

All	detectors	
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RPM  prototype - 137Cs calibration 

All	detectors	–	uniform	signal	properties	
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RPM  prototype 
60 h background test (KTH detector lab) 

single	gamma	
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216000	1s	measurements	
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RPM  prototype 
60 h background test (KTH detector lab) 

single	neutron	
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RPM  prototype 
60 h background test (KTH detector lab) 

gamma-neutron	coincidences	
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RPM  prototype simulations (MCNP6.2) 
ANSI N42.35-2016 standard  252Cf  neutron source and beyond (50%) 

Single-passage, 1s interrogation, 1.2m/s, 1m above floor 
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42% of  ANSI N42.35-2016   

10% of  ANSI N42.35-2016   

32% of  ANSI N42.35-2016   

RPM  prototype source tests 
Single-passage, 1s interrogation, 1.2m/s, 1m above floor 



RPM	DESIGN	–	PLASTIC	SCINTILLATORS	

5cm	

DETECTION	ASSEMBLY	
DOUBLE	SIDED	RPM	

DETECTOR		EJ-299	
	

Area:	25cm	x	25cm	
Thickness:	25cm		

Al	–	1mm		

Concrete	floor	
IAEA	2020-02/BC	

MCNP6.2 SIMULATIONS FOR NOVEL RPM DESIGNS AND 
DETECTOR MATERIALS  
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SNM Imaging  
Novel imaging algorithms 
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SNM Imaging 
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RPM  prototype data – novel imaging modality 
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SNM Imaging and 
Deep Learning 
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SNM Imaging 



Preliminary results 
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Summary 
•  Fast γ-neutron coincidence counting has been developed as a novel sensitive tool to detect SNM for 

applications in Nuclear Security (RPMs), Nuclear Safeguards (NDA in passive and active interrogation 
scenarios), Environmental Surveying and Emergency response.  

•  The method is inspired by techniques used in state-of-the-art nuclear physics experiments using arrays of  
organic scintillation detectors, high-speed sampling ADCs (“digitizers”), fast timing, and pulse processing 
algorithms for discriminating between neutrons and γ-rays. 

•  Complements normal singles gamma and neutron alarming in different RPM applications 

•  A limited scale (13 l organic scintillator, 8 modules ) pedestrian/package/luggage RPM has been developed at 
KTH as proof  of  concept 

•  Limited spectral capabilities for radionuclide identification (mainly Compton reconstruction) 

•  “Intelligent” alarm trigger for suppression of  NORM/medical nuisance alarms 

•  Enhanced SNM  imaging capabilities (beyond intensity mapping) based on fast neutron-gamma correlations  

•  Validated (ANSI N42.35-2016) and for quantifying small amounts (ranging from 0.5g to 1.5g) of  240Pu. 

•  Int. PCT Patent application No PCT/SE2019/050609 

Other ongoing and planned technology developments  

•  Other RPM applications (vehicle, etc) 

•  Development of  imaging algorithms 

•  “In-situ” spent fuel verification and imaging before final repository 

•  Environmental and emergency response IAEA	2020-02/BC	
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